We consider a Distributed Assembly Permutation Flowshop Scheduling Problem with sequence dependent setup times and the objective of makespan minimization. The problem consists of two stages, production and assembly. The first stage comprises f identical factories, where each factory is a flowshop that produces jobs which are later assembled into final products through an identical assembly program in a second assembly stage made by a single machine. Both stages have sequence dependent setup times. This is a realistic and complex problem and therefore, we propose two simple heuristics and two metaheuristics to solve it. A complete calibration and analysis through a Design Of Experiments (DOE) approach is carried out. In the process, important knowledge of the studied problem is obtained as well as some simplifications for the powerful Iterated Greedy methodology which results in a simpler approach with less parameters. Finally, the performance of the proposed methods is compared through extensive computational and statistical experiments.
Heuristics and Metaheuristics for the Distributed Assembly Permutation Flowshop Scheduling Problem
with Sequence Dependent Setup Times
Introduction 1
An assembly production floor typically contains two differentiated stages; 2 a production and an assembly section. In this paper we study a distributed products. These production systems are referred to as Assembly Flowshop
10
Scheduling Problems (AFSP) according to [1] . The AFSP applications range 11 from fire engine assembly (2) to personal computer manufacturing (3). As 12 pointed out in [1] , AFSP settings are capable of producing large product
13
varieties by using modular structures at a controlled cost. 14 We also consider several extensions to the studied problem so as to bring among others). As a first extension we consider several distributed assembly 22 flowshops to reap these benefits.
23
The second extension considered is the addition of setup times. Unlike disposed in series and a job is broken down into m tasks, one per machine.
37
The processing time of a given job at a machine is a known, deterministic and we further generalize the DAPFSP with the addition of sequence dependent that an initial setup is also needed to prepare the assembly machine for the 102 assembly of the first product h ∈ T , referred to as SA 0h . Again, a (t + 1 × t) 103 assembly setup time matrix is required. All setups are non-negative integers 104 that are known in advance and deterministic. 
Simple constructive heuristic methods

178
The DPFSP is an N P-Hard problem if (n > f ) (18). Therefore, the 179 DAPFSP with sequence dependent setups is also N P-Hard as the DPFSP is 180 a special case. As a result, the design of heuristic methods for obtaining good 181 solutions in reasonable CPU times is necessary. In the following we present 182 two simple constructive heuristics.
183
We first present a simple example problem that will be used to illustrate 184 the proposed heuristics. The example consists of eight jobs (n = 8), three Table 1 : Job and product assembly times for the example.
Product Product products (t = 3), two factories (f = 2) with a two machine flowshop each
186
(m = 2). The assembly programs of the three products are:
187
N 2 = {2, 5} and N 3 = {3, 4, 8}. Tables 1 to 3 present job processing times at   188 factories, product assembly times at the single machine assembly stage and 189 production and assembly machine setup matrices, respectively.
190
We introduce some necessary notation. π represents a product sequence,
191
that is, a possible sequence for the assembly of the products, e.g., π = {1, 3, 2}.
192
Each product h is composed of a number of jobs and a possible sequence for 193 these jobs is referred to as π h , denoting the job sequence for product h, e.g., To assign jobs to factories, the two job to factory assignment rules presented 
253
We begin by calculating the completion times of jobs 1, 6 and 7, separately.
254
Since the two available factories are empty, we consider the initial setups and is a single product where |N h | = n then the computational complexity of 277 this second step is O(n 2 ). Note however that this is a pathological worst case CH 12 , respectively. This last step has a computational complexity of O(nf ).
285
Therefore, considering that n f , the overall worst case computational 286 complexity of this first heuristic is O(n 2 ). In the considered example, we 287 obtain the makespan value of 386 for CH 11 and 387 for CH 12 . The solution
288
given by CH 11 is represented as a Gantt chart in Figure 1 . 
Heuristic 2 290
This heuristic is based on the second constructive method presented in
291
[19]. The idea is to consider the production stage and to sequence all jobs of 292 each product and construct the different π h sequences so that priority is given 293 to products whose jobs have small completion times. In this way, the single 294 assembly machine is occupied as soon as possible. In order to obtain good 295 job sequences π h for all products, the second step of the previous heuristic sequence of products for the assembly stage is obtained as in heuristic 1.
305
The computational complexity of this second heuristic is dominated by the 306 second step, which corresponds to the second step of the previous heuristic 1. Therefore, the computational complexity is the same in the worst case:
309
Following the job sequences obtained for the three products in the example 310 of the previous heuristic, the earliest assembly start times of the products been also solved with IG methods by [28] . Given all these previous successes,
386
applying IG to the DAPFSP-SDST seems promising.
387
The most relevant characteristic of the IG methodology is its simplicity which 
401
In the proposed IG we will test which one of the four proposed heuristics of jobs assigned to factories, after the removal of the jobs. 
Destruction, reconstruction and local search for Pr2
425
The destruction operator is different from Pr1 in a small but important reduces to the stated T · 5. There is a potential problem in this approach.
478
The final probability of accepting a final solution depends on the size of the 479 instance and on the magnitude of the C max value. Take two instances A and
480
B with corresponding C max values of the incumbent and new solutions as
and C max (π T B ) = 1010.
482
Both new solutions for A and B are worse than the incumbent by 10 units.
483
However, for instance A these 10 units translate into a 10% solution quality 
495
The second proposed acceptance criterion, and in order to avoid the statisti-
496
cally insignificant T factor is further simplified as follows: random ≤ e −RP D .
498
In total we will test three different acceptance criteria. instances so the total number of experiences is 16 × 60 = 960. There is no 578 need for replicates as the proposed VND methods are deterministic.
579
The analysis and ANOVA table shows that, all studied factors (Pr, N R and 
Experimental parameter tuning of the IG
594
IG has three factors in common with VND to calibrate (Pr, N R and IN I ).
595
These are tested at the same variants as before. Furthermore, there are three with all other algorithm parameters.
711
In a separate experiment we test the more time consuming methods. The 
718
Since we need a value for T in this acceptance criterion, we use T = 2.5 as criteria and it is clear that with double the CPU time, the results improve.
738
An interesting conclusion is that the third acceptance criterion (AC 3 ), albeit [20], works better for the studied problem.
743
We also carry out a multi-factor ANOVA to check if the observed average 744 differences from Table 5 most instances except for the easy ones, this is further illustrated in Figure 5 . 
